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Every year in the United States there are 17,000 office and store fires that
cause over $800 million in direct property damage. 1

➢ Remember! You do not need a flame to start a fire. Fires can start when
heat builds up near flammable materials. This can happen when a hot
light bulb is near things that burn, such as cloth or paper, or a faulty
cord has been placed under a carpet.

➢ All employees should be familiar with the location of fire extinguishers,
fire alarms and the closest exits to their work area.

➢ During any emergency drill, all employees should follow the evacuation
procedure. No one stays behind!

Electrical hazards that can cause a fire are usually the result of faulty or
defective equipment, unsafe installation, or misuse of equipment like
extension cords, power strips and surge protectors.

Overloaded power strips and wall outlets are a common fire hazard.

➢ Do not overload wall outlets, power strips and surge protectors with
too many devices. Place power strips where there is plenty of air
circulation to disperse heat.

Do not use an extension cord or a power strip with portable heaters or
fans, which could cause cords to overheat and result in a fire. These
devices should be plugged directly into a wall outlet.

➢ Never leave portable heating devices unattended.

More fire prevention tips:

➢ Practice good housekeeping. Don’t allow 
trash and litter to accumulate 
unnecessarily.

➢ Keep anything that can burn away from 
electrical equipment.

➢ Never block exits, remove exit signs or cover smoke detectors.

➢ Do not engage in horseplay with matches or a lighter. Never set fire to 
materials in a sink or trash can.
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FOOTNOTES
1 USFA Workplace Fire Safety; usfa.fema.gov/stories/workplace_safety/

Be aware of fire hazards in the breakroom, in the copy room, or in other 
areas where larger electronics or appliances are plugged in.

➢ Leave some room behind appliances that heat up, like coffee machines 
and computers, to allow proper ventilation.

➢ Do not leave food unattended while using the microwave in the 
breakroom.

➢ Keep all cooking appliances like coffee makers and electric kettles in 
kitchen or breakroom spaces only.

➢ Keep any appliance that generates heat away from items or materials 
which could overheat or catch fire, like napkins, papers or cloth. This 
could include toasters, coffee makers, electric kettles, and space 
heaters.

➢ Ensure that all major appliances, like refrigerators, printers, 
dishwashers, and microwave ovens, are plugged directly into a wall 
outlet, and not into an extension cord or power strip.


